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Tokyo-based Scottish artist Jack McLean takes drawing to the 
next level
It’s a pre-Christmas extravaganza at Tokyo’s The Container to celebrate an exhibition of new works by 
the Tokyo-based artist Jack McLean, known for his large and detail packed surreal canvases. 
The opening night will include a special performance art act by the artist as The Sad Clown, live 
Jazz performance by saxophonist Anthony Magor, and the finest gin from the exhibition’s sponsor 
Hendrick’s Gin.

Entitled It’s a long story, in full colour, without a happy ending, the installation, comprises of an 
oddly shaped triptych (two drawings, each, 9 x 450 cm; and a third, 133 x 178 cm) depicting a narrative. 
The artist, who is famed for his large black and white large drawings through a 30 years career, is 
showing, for the first time, large colour works. The works have been made especially for The Container 
and reflect the space’s restrictions.

A bilingual, Japanese/English, exhibition catalogue (full color, 134 pages) is available at The Container, 
Createspace, and Amazon. The publication features essays by the renown art critics / writers: Eleanor 
Heartney and Edward Madrid Gomez, as well as a commissioned piece of fiction, a short story, “The 
Unhappy Guest”, authored by Charles Knudsen. The author drew inspiration from McLean’s drawings 
and his persona character The Sad Clown. The story is printed only in English.  
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A bilingual catalogue (Eng/Jap), in full-color, featuring images by the artist and writings, available at 
www.createspace.com/5110967

For high-resolution images and press enquiries please contact Shai Ohayon at 
info@the-container.com
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 When one looks at a Jack McLean drawing, one doesn’t only look at a drawing: one sinks into 
a world of absurdity and fantasy, the way only, really, McLean knows to create. His scenes are carefully 
crafted and packed with an obscure narrative, full of characters and adventures of wonder. Some of the 
characters are real—figments of memory, vignettes, from his life in Glasgow, Scotland, some twenty 
years ago, or from his current life in Tokyo—and some are too surreal to have ever existed. Characters 
that were conceived on Tokyo’s train system, ones perhaps of thousands, amassing in McLean’s 
tiny sketchbooks, which he carries with him everywhere: zombies and tortured souls, hooligans and 
disfigured men, obese and hideous holidaymakers. Characters with multiple limbs, sometimes dressed 
in drag, or jaded salarymen and old familiar faces taken from popular culture.
 
 Most interesting is McLean’s perpetual references to his own works within his drawings: tiny 
self-portraits of himself donning his handmade ghillie suit, hiding among trees, or digging holes, as in 
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his conceptual/performance series Hole (2008-2010), “a public sculptural intervention” as he calls it, 
instigated in Glasgow, Tokyo, London’s Regents Park, and New York’s Central Park; his Pyrosculptures 
(1995-1996), a series of life-size aluminum foil and wire figures he shipped in cardboard boxes to ten 
different cities around the world to be set alight at major tourist sites; and, of course, his Sad Clown, his 
performance persona, who is as hated as he is beloved, with his cringing awkwardness and helplessness. 
Standing alone, or with his performance troupe “Accumulated Sound of Idiocy”, a surreal band consisting of 
a nearly naked bodybuilder, flexing his muscles, an awkward Japanese man wearing a fez and fashioning 
a fake moustache, and the “beautiful assistant”, a female model in a bikini, who seems to be too high 
maintenance even for her own good.
 
 
 They say that art is a window to an artist’s mind, but McLean’s works do more than that. Perhaps 
because his disposition is so controlled and private when one meets him in person. Softly spoken, 
immaculately dressed in 1950s three-piece suits, like a true gentleman from bygone times, McLean 
bestows an air of old-fashioned values, and I dare say, normality. There is no hint of the eccentricity that 
lies beneath—the dry humor, surreality, and sharp criticism. When looking at his works, one does not peek 
through a window; one drowns in a world that is so private and so imaginative, that once the overwhelming 
sensation subsides, wonder and surprise take over. His large drawings are so intense, one can spend hours 
in front each one of them, constantly discovering new characters, new story lines, in a cynical and morbid 
narrative, that never seems to ends. It does, indeed, feel like venturing into his head, getting lost in his grey 
matter, encountering flashes of people and long lost memories while wandering through a landscape.
 
 This sensation makes his drawings strangely addictive, like looking at someone’s childhood photo 
album or rummaging through their drawers in secret. An insight into one’s head that is both exciting and 
worrying. We are lucky, though, McLean has such a good sense of humor, because looking at his drawings is 
as going on an adventure, with many giggles along the way. Not shy of mockery and ridiculousness, a doze 
or two of violence, and some naughtiness to finish off with. The humor is strongly reminiscent of 70s and 
80s British comedy, dry and full of parody and cynicism, as you would find in slapstick shows such as “Carry 
On!”, “The Benny Hills Show”, “’Allo ‘Allo!”, or Monty Python.
 
 
 The narrative nature of Jack McLean’s drawings is stronger than ever in his new exhibition, It’s a 
long sad story, in full colour, without a happy ending, at The Container.
The main focus of the exhibition is three conjoined drawings, a triptych of sort, that take the viewer on an 
actual journey, both visually and physically. McLean designed the drawings as a site-specific installation, 
following the shape of the actual container. As the title suggests, the drawings for this show are in full colour, 
which is atypically for McLean who traditionally draws in black ink and black watercolour. However, the 
palette is not complex, using basic primary and secondary colours as perhaps a child would: the grass is 
green and the sky is blue, like illustrations in a children’s book. Alas, seeing McLean’s characters in colour 
for the first time, adds a new dimension to his drawings, as does a simplicity that emphasizes the naïveté of 
the drawings, and heightens the contrast between the childlike style and the unsettling imagery.
 
 Upon entering the container, one is confronted with a scroll-like canvas (9 x 450 cm) that reaches the 
end of the space. The canvas takes the viewer on a venture, unfolding the life and exploits of the Sad Clown, 
from his “birth”, evolving from the sea (“the soup of nothing,” the title suggests), in a Darwinian-style drawing, 
to his end posture of loneliness and longing, perhaps foreshadowed by the erupting volcano in the distance, 
at the beginning.
 
 The narrow and long canvas forces the viewer through the exhibition space, following the horizontal 
narrative like a comic strip or animation cells. The story, which begins in an idyll countryside scenery with 
grazing sheep and pink bunnies, sees the main character transforming into the Sad Clown, wearing the outfit 
McLean uses for his live performances—dark business suite, hand-painted Union Jack waistcoat, and polka 
dot tie. The transformation continues with the character applying army-issue camouflage makeup to paint a 
clown’s face. The metamorphosis into the Sad Clown brings also a change to the tranquil surroundings that 
quickly switch to a world of violence and corruption. Explosions overhead, grotesque characters, shooting 
soldiers, impaled babies, all whilst the clown plays a tune on his accordion or blows penis-shaped balloons. 
The world of absurdity continues from one scene to another encountering violence and destruction. The 
canvas ends with a tableau of the clown alone again, with his walking stick, on the shore of the sea, but the 
sharks, mines and looming iceberg, don’t augur a happy ending.
 
 
 This elongated canvas meets at the end of the container an additional large drawing (133 x 175 cm) 
that continues the narrative and covers nearly the entire back wall of the space. At the centre of the canvas 
there is a young Japanese family at the park, enjoying their picnic (or, at least, trying to), whilst scenes of 



madness continue in the background.
 McLean’s titles for his drawings are the complete narrative of the stories he depicts, usually adding 
insight into the characters and presage the imminent:
 

What should have been a normal idyllic morning picnic in a tranquil chocolate box landscape for 
the Yamato family was about to be interrupted by the arrival of a Flying Fortress (off canvas) bomb 
also but only noticed by the tied up baby Yamato the other being too preoccupied with his thoughts 
of future soccer stardom they were about to be over run and eaten by a large group of zombies 
who had originally been on their way to the office this was of no concern to the two angels of 
death (scientists) who were more perturbed by the fact that they couldn’t enjoy their 99’s without 
first breaking the seal lifting their respirator masks and exposing themselves to the lethal doses of 
poisonous gas present in the atmosphere caused by the eruption of the central volcano or was it 
the drums of chemical waste floating down river behind them entering (by waterfall) all this mayhem 
and chaos and adding to it The Sad Clown drunk and incapable runs his stolen red sports car into a 
bridge only slightly stunned he crawls away determined to continue his journey through this pointless 
but nevertheless fascinating life meanwhile the bitten and putrefying limbs of the dead slowly begin 
to reanimate and the lonely little red tricycle sits in the middle of the yellow brick road its owner long 
gone and never to return taken away by the bad man
(Jack McLean, 2014, Oil-ink pen and watercolours on prepared canvas, 133 x 178 cm)

 
 The narrative continues with another elongated canvas (again, 9 x 450 cm) to complete the triptych. 
The new story line begins where it meets the second drawing, and will lead the viewer, back again, all the 
way up to the other end of the space, near the exit. The story, as expected, sees the Sad Clown through 
more adventures: a raft with children-pirates—the ship of fools, exceedingly camp sailors, obese tourists in 
Hawaii, and a deserted pilot, among gnomes, the KKK, Charles Manson, Hitler, and dinosaurs devouring 
dismembered limbs of people. Even Jesus is not spared.
 The drawing ends again with a tableau of the Sad Clown, this time, at the edge of a cliff, looking 
towards the horizon in untypical optimism—flying a paper airplane. Though, we know already, that the 
scooter he is casually leaning on was obtained by theft and the intimidation of a child, with a bottle. It seems 
that even the Sad Clown, who is usually an unaffected observant of the violence around him, joins in. It is a 
cliffhanger ending that leaves the viewer (and by the title of the piece, also the Sad Clown) wondering what is 
next.

-Ends-
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Details from:
Out of the soup a nothing struggles onto dry land finding 
an attaché case full of toys for boys he thinks who 
would waste our precious resources to manufacture 
this rubbish never mind onwards into paradise he 
finds a three piece suit hanging from a tree no longer 
humiliated by his nakedness it is time for a nothing to 
become a something applying the camouflage paint 
creatively the nothing becomes The Sad Clown a 
sudden flash introduces him to human conflict keeping 
low he manages to avoid the horror of a patriotic 
bikini  wearing neck less  female only to enter into the 
sluggish molasses of stalemate trench warfare  where 
he starts practicing a popular sentimental tune on his 
toy accordion to relieve the monotony he blows up a 
pink balloon while the organizers contemplate the ruse 
of the false surrender best not to go down that road 
just use mustard gas instead becoming bored The Sad 
Clown keeping low simply walks out of the conflict zone 
crossing the bridge to safety he dons a disguise like his 
front line brothers deserters are shot so it’s best not to 
be recognised the journey continues through the time 
of the dinosaurs past the  nuclear family the perv in the 
park and various other traps The Sad Clown reaches 
the liquid edge of the world and plunges in
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Details from:
Like a salmon fighting his way up river The Sad 
Clown treads water until salvation presents itself in 
the form of a yellow life raft the only object left intact 
after the sinking of the unimportant convoy straggler 
Empire Springbuck all hands lost climbing on board he 
paddles onwards past the pink skull pirates engaged 
in their childish games of sovereignty on the high seas 
encountering the last remaining survivors of the slightly 
more important USS Indianapolis drinking and enjoying 
themselves in the popular children’s sea shanty rub 
a dub dub three men in a tub while on the horizon 
the results of the world’s biggest human Guinea Pig 
experiment will soon be known growing weary The 
Sad Clown beaches his life raft back on paradise and 
accepts the hospitality of the natives while tourism adds 
colour and style the lonely airman waits on the deserted 
airfield by his broken Zero for his friends never to return 
The Sad Clown dry runs some aerial combat strategy 
and is shot down bailing out he leaves his kite to be 
extinguished by a misshapen monument to the heroic 
fire fighters who with a bit of luck can afford to buy a 
couple of garden gnomes with their hard earned salary 
more fine examples of patriots appear and the white 
dove of peace alights on a branch behind the head of  
everyone’s favourite uncle while the KKK try to figure 
out the mistake they have made a small lad wearing 
early Westwood deals out cruelty to a cult figure nailed 
to a cross bulls eye every time another cult leader reads 
an empty news paper finally on parole and the strongest 
man in the world’s weight starts to melt outside the 
circus of death big top The Sad Clown safely hidden 
from desertion keeps practicing the sentimental tune 
as the small boy decides to take drastic action to stop 
the age of dinosaurs from crossing  the rope bridge to 
the present but not soon enough for the marching band 
who become lunch on account of the band major’s 
inattention meanwhile more importantly a small lad 
describes in detail to a bored police officer how he was 
attacked by a psychopath dressed as a clown who 
stole his birthday present now the yellow brick road has 
led The Sad Clown to the edge of the world a familiar 
location where he throws paper folded technology into 
the abyss and waits to see what happens next
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